South African Intelligence Services Apartheid
transforming the intelligence services: the south african ... - transforming the intelligence services:
some reflections on the south african experience sandy africa and siyabulela mlombile i. introduction
obviously, every country that works to reform its intelligence services is best placed to decide on the
mechanisms and structures that are best suited for its needs. communications surveillance by the south
african ... - communications surveillance by the south african intelligence services heidi swart february 2016
a report commissioned media policy and democracy project, a joint project of the department of journalism,
film and television at the university of johannesburg and the department of communication science at unisa
intelligence services act 65 of 2002 - ssa home page - (1) the national intelligence agency and the south
african secret service continue to exist and consist of the persons- (a) who became members in terms of the
intelligence services act, 1994 (act 38 of 1994), whose names appear on the personnel list; (b) appointed as
members in terms of the intelligence services act, 1994, after its intelligence services act [no. 65 of 2002]
- sie | korbel - (1) the national intelligence agency and the south african secret service continue to exist and
consist of the persons- (a) who became members in terms of the intelligence services act, 1994 (act no. 35 (6)
appointed as members in terms of the intelligence services act, 1994, after its accountability and oversight
of intelligence services in ... - of services. post 1994, south africa developed an oversight model for the
country’s intelligence services, in an effort to ensure that abuses associated with the apartheid era of
intelligence remain a thing of the past. noting that a number of design, functional and implementation changes
have occurred financial intelligence centre act [no. 38 of 2001] - act no. 38, 2001 financial intelligence
centre act, 2001 “intelligence service” means the national intelligence agency or the south african secret
service eablished ‘~y section 3 of the intelligence services act, intelligence services oversight act 40 of
1994 - means the south african national academy of intelligence established in terms of the intelligence
services act, 2002; [definition of 'academy' inserted by s. 1 (a) of act 66 of 2002.] 'accounting officer' means
the head of a service; 'agency' means the national intelligence agency referred to in section 3 of the
intelligence services artificial intelligence is south africa ready? | accenture - is south africa ready?
intelligence. the world around us is changing at a furious pace. ... select products and services based on a
company’s ai, instead of that company’s traditional brand. and in seven years, ... analysed the south african
economy, as well as several other countries around the world, and found that ai ... nexus between
intelligence education and intelligence ... - nexus between intelligence education and intelligence
training: a south african perspective m. a. van den berg ... very few publications exist on south african
intelligence services and, according to this research, almost none covering the history and development
thereof. annual perfomance plan for south african police services - 4 annual performance plan for the
south african police service 2008 / 2009 the crime intelligence programme comprises two sub-programmes:
crime intelligence operations, providing for intelligence-based crime investigations. intelligence and
information management provides for communications surveillance and privacy in south africa communications surveillance and privacy in south africa. the surveillance state ... in the mid-2000s south
african state intelligence’s mass surveillance capacity was used to unlawfully intercept the ... intelligence
services secret mass surveillance programmes and capabilities.
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